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Social design emerged from the 
rejection of the ideal observer of 
modernist design as unrealistic 
and ethically unsound and called 
for “design for the real world” that 
went beyond a one-observer-one-
world notion of design. This paper 
suggests a basis for this position in 
the utilitarian conception of social 
reform by design exemplified in 
the design philosophy of Jeremy 
Bentham, for whom designing and 
observing were contiguous activities 
that are given social meaning by 
public utility.
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Social Design and Social Observation:   
A Utilitarian History 

It could be argued that social design has emerged from the rejection
of certain assumptions of modernist design. One such assumption
is that of the ideal observer. Whereas in modernism, the designer
became the normative observer pronouncing on the “rightness” and

“wrongness” of objects and environments; social design called for
“design for the real world” (Papanek, 1972) that went beyond a one-
observer-one-world notion of design. This raises an interesting
question for the practice of social design: 

If social design rejects pseudo-moral distinctions between the 
right object and the wrong object and engages with the ethics 
of real-world problems, how should social designers conduct 

“real world” observations? 

This paper suggests that an answer to this question can be found in
an older utilitarian conception of social reform by design exemplified
in the design philosophy of Jeremy Bentham, for whom designing
and observing were contiguous activities that are given social
meaning by public utility.  Bentham thought that through our
engagement with an environment that has been designed to promote
public utility, we can begin to observe our individual enjoyments,
aesthetic or otherwise, as existing in the world and taking on a social
meaning by either contributing to or diminishing the wellbeing of
other people. 

Pronouncing on the “Wrong” and “Right” in Design 
The history of design is full of strange applications of ethical terms
and moral distinctions. What is the social meaning, for example, of
judgments on “good design” or “bad design”? When the Austrian
designer and architect Adolf Loos (figure 1), in a review of an
exhibition of interior design in 1898 (Loos, 1898), singled out a
particular design item for critical attention and declared that “the
carpet is wrong”, in what sense do we understand the carpet to be
wrong? We get a clue about this if we also understand that in Loos’s
functionalist vision, an “ugly” desk might make a “beautiful” billiard
table (Loos, 2013, p.32), if we can see that the desk is perfectly
adapted to the purpose of playing billiards.  The moral distinction 
between good design and bad design, that is presented to us by the
notion of a “wrong” carpet, offers an apparent solution to the problem
of how to achieve happiness in the world of goods while preserving
our self-integrity. The problem is that we cannot pretend that our 

← FigFigure 1. Alfred Loos (1870 – 1933),
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek,
Bildarchiv Austria, 1904 © Otto Mayer /
Public domain 
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happiness is not in some way reliant on the products that surround us,
but we do not want our happiness to depend on these products. So,
we indicate that we are not dependent on what commercial society
offers us by making sure that our choice of one object rather than
another says something good about us, namely that we do not

“follow the herd”. For Loos, the difference between “good design”
and “bad design”, is determined by an observer whose ethical sense
of how we ought to judge is not clouded by the knowledge of how
other people would normally pass judgment in matters of style or
taste. In modernism, the social position of the designer is paradoxical,
because it depends on the cultivation of a distance from the social
world and the opinions of others. The observer always acts as an
individual, but they are said to occupy a universal point of view,
because they reject the seductions of the world in favour of choices
that can be esteemed by everyone. 

→ Figure 2. Hochschule
für Gestaltung (HfG)
Ulm / Ulm School
of Design (1953 –
1968) designed by
the architect Max 
Bill, 1955 © Hans G.
Conrad / René Spitz,
CC BY-SA 3.0 

Social design has rejected this one-designer-one-world model of 
social observation “from above”.  Practitioners and theorists of social  
design regard the judgment power of “heroic” designers, such as 
Adolf Loos, as a social problem to be faced, not a social goal to be 
sought after. This approach is evident in Victor Papanek’s book 
Design for the Real World (1972), a foundational text for debates in 
social design. One of the reasons that Papanek’s book has become  
a key point of reference for these debates, is that it identifies the “real 
world” and the manner in which we observe it, as the site of an ethical  
difference that divides social design from the modernist legacy. In his 
book, Papanek makes sure that we know that his argument about the 
neglect of “real world” design is not just with the Bauhaus, but with 
the Hochschule für Gestaltung in Ulm (figure 2) that had succeeded  
it after World War II.  Papanek tells a story about giving a lecture at 
Ulm in 1966 in which he discussed his design for a low-tech radio 
receiver that used a recycled tin can, transistor, earplug, wire paraffin 
wax and wick. The radio receiver had been designed by Papanek 
and George Seeger to be used in parts of the world without a good  
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power supply and using locally sourced materials. Papanek observed
that when he discussed the design for the radio, the Professors at
Ulm strongly objected and suggested that he should paint his can
light grey. The advice to paint the can light grey seems to suggest
a wish to locate the object within the ethics of functionalism, by
imposing an unconditioned, universal and “neutral” judgment that
would not be tied to a particular cultural context. Papanek replied: 

painting it would have been wrong. For one thing, it would have 
raised the price of each unit by maybe one twentieth of a penny 
each, which is a great deal of money when millions of radios are 
built. Secondly, and much more importantly, I feel that I have no 
right to make aesthetic or “good taste” decisions that will affect
millions of people in Indonesia, who are members of a different
culture. (1972, p. 164 – 165) 

Papanek’s “painting it [the radio] would have been wrong” offers
a very different idea of the relationship of design and ethics and a
different model of observation than Loos’s “the carpet is wrong”.
Rather than the identity of the designer being established by means
of a judgment that is made at a distance from the world, for Papanek
this identity now depends on immersion in the world and the social
contexts of the users of objects. The new observational position
that Papanek advocated was cross-cultural and ethnographic –
recognizing different socio-cultural norms.

Problems with Observing the ‘Real World’ 
We are now very familiar with the history of applications of
ethnography and anthropology in social design practice 1. However, 
as Guy Julier has noted, “‘ethnography’ is often used, wrongly,
as a fancy term to describe straightforward observation” (Julier, 2014).
Julier and Kimbell, in their recent article, Confronting bureaucracies
and assessing value in the co-production of social design research
(Kimbell and Julier, 2019), have asked whether social design should
challenge the idea that the “real world” is something that can be
studied at a distance, by paying more attention to the way that
values and cultural parameters are co-produced through the activity
of design. 

Half a century after the publication of Design for the Real World, and 
following the centenary year of the Bauhaus, have the observational
models used in social design accomplished Papanek’s goal of
eliminating the problem posed by the universal, decontextualized and

“neutral” judgments of modernist design? To put this another way, has 
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social design brought us any closer to observing the real world? The 
fact that one of the publishing sensations of 2019 was a book entitled 
Invisible Women: Exposing Data Bias in A World Designed for Men, 
suggests that the answer to this question may be “no, not really”.  
The author of this book, Caroline Criado Perez, offers a revealing 
anecdote about “gender neutral” toilets at the Barbican Arts Centre  
in 2017: 

This evening, the queue was worse than usual. Far worse.  
Because in an almost comically blatant display of not having  
thought about women at all, the Barbican had turned both the  
male and female toilets gender neutral simply by replacing the  
‘men’ and ‘women’ signage with ‘gender neutral with urinals’  
and ‘gender neutral with cubicles’. The obvious happened. Only  
men were using the supposedly ‘gender neutral with urinals’   
and everyone was using the ‘gender neutral with cubicles’.   

The irony here is that social power is
given to male subjects and male bodies
by the notion of “gender neutrality”
(figure 3). Like the instruction to paint
the can light grey or the idea of
converting the desk into a billiard table,
we are dealing with an observer whose
ethical sense of how we ought to
judge gender differences – i.e.

“neutrally”, without bias – is unaffected
by knowledge of what actually goes on
in the social world. Neutrality, in other
words, is a way of reinforcing social
norms by ignoring inconvenient obser-
vational data that might challenge these
norms. On the other hand, would 
ethnography provide the basis for a
design solution that would shift the
balance of social power between men
and women? Kimbell and Julier (2019,
p. 8) tell us that cool observation or
careful study is not enough, and that
we have to consider “new ways of
constructing and assessing value, via
active collaboration with actors in a
research ecosystem.”

↑ Figure 3. A sign outside a toilet for everyone. Gender neutral
accessible toilet sign with handicapped access and Braille lettering,
© O’Dea, via Wikimedia Commons, CC BY-SA 4.0 
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Observing from the Body of the Observer 

↑ Figure 4. Fly in the Urinal, Neu Bethlehem, Göttingen  
© Stefan Bellini, via Wikimedia Commons 

Kimbell and Julier suggest that social design has to “get real” about
how it observes the “real world”. How is this to be done? I suggest
that we should not begin with the modernist view “from above”
or the cross-cultural vision of ethnography, but rather with the view

“from below”, that is, from the body as observer. The sociologist
Niklas Luhmann has reminded us that we tend to forget that the body
conducts its own observations and makes its own distinctions (in the
case of sexual desire, for example). Luhmann (1993) says “Observing
this observer leads us to ask whether or not it dutifully follows cultural
imperatives, or whether there is unavoidable akrasia (lack of self-
control), as the Greeks would have said, a lack of potestas in se ipsum
(self-control) in humans and social systems” (p. 763 – 782). If the
judgments of a modernist designer like Adolf Loos represent the
summit of an ethics of self-control, through which what we ought to

do should not be determined by
how other people behave, how
can we think about an ethics of 
design that begins with a lack
of self-control and takes account 
of behaviour that may not follow
social and cultural norms? 
(Potvin, 2019). An example of
how design is applied in this
context is the famous “fly in
the urinal” at Schipol airport,
celebrated in Richard H. Thaler 
and Cass R. Sunstein’s book 
Nudge (2009, p.4) as an example
of a small design intervention
that can have a major impact on
behaviour (figure 4). The fly in
the urinal is a corrective design
that guides men, without their
realising it, to aim better when
they urinate. In turn, this reduces
the use of environmentally
harmful cleaning products.
In sharp contrast to the failed

“gender neutral” toilets at the
Barbican, the design problem
that is solved by the fly in the
urinal begins with the errant
behaviour of actual male bodies 
in the real world, rather than 
with the judgment power of
heroic designers, who may see
no reason to take account of 
what human bodies actually do. 
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The Utilitarian Routes of Social Design 
It is important to note that the family history of the design solutions
that take account of what human bodies actually do does not run
through modernism and its legacy, but goes back to utilitarianism –
specifically with the design philosophy of Jeremy Bentham
(1748 – 1832) and his theories of indirect legislation (Brunon-Ernst,
2017). Although utilitarianism is largely ignored in writing on social
design, Benthamite ideas had a considerable influence on a
group of reform-minded MPs who successfully advocated for the
development of state funded art education in Britain in the 1830s,
and also on Henry Cole, the founder of the Victoria & Albert Museum
(Quinn, 2013). A distinctive feature of Bentham’s thought was the
manner in which he responded to philosophical and metaphysical
problems with proposals for designed objects and structures, that
have a critical function as well as a social application. Bentham could
best be described as someone who approached the question of 

↑ Figure 5. Plan of the Panoptican,1843 (originally
1791) in The Works of Jeremy Bentham Vol. IV. 
172 – 3 / Public domain 
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social observation through the construction of designed
environments, that place real world power on a real world foundation.
In the most famous of Bentham’s designs, the panopticon (figure 5),
a “simple idea in architecture” that could function as prison, hospital
and school, power over others can only be established by using an
apparatus for observing empirical differences. The circular structure
of the panopticon, in which a number of people can be surveyed by
a centrally placed observer, is designed exclusively for the monitoring
of overt acts by a person whose vision is focused on the task of social
observation through the manner that the building is constructed.
This means that Bentham offers a very distinct ethics of social
observation, in which the design of the panopticon limits human
judgment power, in order to enhance the power of social observation.
In the panopticon, your perception cannot occupy a universal point
of view, because it is counted as one of the elements of the real world 
that needs to be named and categorized in order to assess its
contribution to social good. The actions of both the observing subject,
and the subject who is being observed, are subsumed within a
particular social task of inspection (penal, medical, pedagogic, etc.)
that can contribute to general utility. It is a matter of regret that much
of what is written about the panopticon is actually commentary on
the writing of Michel Foucault, who identifies the enhanced power
of social observation that the panopticon offers as a mechanism
for disciplining bodies and reinforcing social norms (Foucault, 1975)2. 
In fact, rather than cleaving to social norms, Bentham places the
wayward observations of the scopophiliac, the Hitchcockian, Rear 
Window voyeur, at the centre of his panopticon design. He asserts
that the panopticon “will supply…the place of that great and constant
fund of entertainment to the sedentary and vacant in towns – the
looking out of the window.” (Bentham, 1995, p.45). Putting a desire
to stare out of the window to use within the social apparatus of the
panopticon, is a very different matter from assuming that dividing

“tasteful” light grey cans from “tasteless” decorated cans will
establish social distinctions between people that can define the
moral quality of their desires. The panopticon is more about the
redistribution of pleasure in the service of social utility than the
reinforcement of social norms. In this regard, it is also important to
distinguish Bentham’s approach to bodily pleasure from appeals
to man’s universal nature. In his comments on Thomas Malthus’s 
argument that unchecked reproduction by the poor was leading to
over-population, Bentham (2014) noted that Malthus had overlooked
the possibility of promoting homosexuality (p.42). If Malthus can
be said to have misrepresented a social problem as a problem of
biological reproduction, Bentham’s solution replaced biological
reproduction with a social redistribution of pleasure that challenged
established norms. 
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Long before Victor Papanek used an ethnographic observation to
challenge the ethics of the neutral, indifferent observer of modernism,
Bentham found a way to dispense with the social power of this
neutral observer “by design”, in order to get closer to real world
observations that could put worldly power on a worldly foundation.
The design of the panopticon, in which the central position of the
observer is a function of a social task of inspection, displaces the
privileges claimed by an observer, whose powers of social
observation are based on discounting the judgments of others.
Adolf Loos’s functionalism gives the designer a social power that
allows him to discount how people would normally judge their desks
and billiard tables. Bentham uses the design of the panopticon to
make a social observation count. This is why Bentham’s panopticon
is the ancestor of the fly in the urinal, because in both cases the
social power of the design is built on what Niklas Luhmann calls the

“unavoidable akrasia” of human bodies that fail to follow social and 
cultural imperatives. 

Conclusion 
My key question in this paper has been “has social design brought
us any closer to observing the real world?”. As Kimbell and Julier
point out, the use of ethnographic observation in social design has
not brought us far enough, and there is a lot further that we can go.
It could be argued that social designers have rejected the “ideal”
observer of modernism without arriving at a satisfactory definition
of the “real world” observer. My suggestion is that Jeremy Bentham’s
design philosophy offers a way in which we can think about an ethics
of design that begins with a lack of self-control and which takes
account of behaviour that may not follow social and cultural norms.
In this way, the social labour of design can be informed by a fuller
understanding of what is “real” in real world observations. 
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Endnotes 
1 See the analysis of the ethnographic turn in design by Julier, G. (2014, 27 November). 

Promoting v Researching Design for Policy. 
https://mappingsocialdesign.wordpress.com  

2  See for instance Foucault (1975), “All the mechanisms of power which, even today, are disposed around 
the abnormal individual, to brand him and to alter him, are composed of those two forms [the binary division 
of a population and the differential distribution of individuals] from which they distantly derive. Bentham’s 
Panopticon is the architectural figure of this composition.” (p.199 – 200)
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